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Principle of massive support in the opposed anvil high pressure
apparatus
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Abstract. The Bridgman anvil technique offers a simple and versatile means of
generating very high pressures required in solid state studies. The opposed anvil
technique is based on the principle of massive support. The practical case of a gasketted anvil is considered, and an expression for the maximum pressure generated
under massive support is derived in terms of the geometric parameters, the strength of
the anvil material and the gasket properties. In particular, for a given maximum
pressure, it is possible to calculate the taper angle, the taper height and the gasket
thickness from this expression. The anvil is assumed to be in the elastic region under
load. Good agreement is obtained between the calculated and the experimental
values for the massive support factor (MSF)for various taper angles. By choosing the
proper geometry, it is possible to achieve a pressure as high as 130 kbar in an alloy
steel anvil. It has been dearly found that the straight portion, where the taper ends,
does not really take any part in changing the stress pattern. Thus the minimum
straight portion can serve the purpose, and will result in material saving. Anvils
exhibit yielding at very high pressure. It is also pointed out that a further strengthening of the anvil can extend the ultimate pressure. Several methods of further
strengthening the anvils are discussed.
Keywords. Very high pressures; Bridgman anvil; massive support; alloy steel anvil;
yielding; further strengthening.

1. Introduction
The Bridgman opposed anvil technique is very widely used in high pressure solid
state studies (Bandyopadhyay et al 1980; Mao and Bell 1979; Bassett 1979; Drickamer 1970; Wakatsuki et al 1972; Vereschagin et al 1969; Govinda Rajan et al 1981
and the references quoted therein). This is because the method is simple, easy to
assemble and inexpensive. This works on the principle o f massive support, a laboratory analogue of the tapered foundation design, employed by civil engineers, since
antiquity, to support the great loads of huge structures by the comparatively softer
earth (Merritt 1968). That the taper reduces the large working stresses quickly to
tolerable levels has been realised for a long time, and yet no quantitative understanding of the massive support was seriously pursued. In this paper, the design
considerations of the anvil that have been developed in order to arrive at an
expression for the massive support factor are presented.
In § 2 an expression for the massive support factor (MSV) within the realm of principle stress theory is derived and the MSF is found to be proportional to the square
of the ratio of the overall diameter to the working face diameter.
In § 3, the experimental studies ar~described. The compression test on anvils with
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varying straight portions indicate that the load necessary to cause yielding is independent of the length of the straight portion. The massive support factor is obtained
for various taper angles, and very good agreement between the experimental results
and the calculated values is obtained upto MSF N 14. At higher pressures severe
yielding or cupping takes place and hence the expression for MSF needs to be correspondingly modified in order to accommodate the elasto-plastic behaviour of the
anvil. By performing the electrical resistivity measurements with alloy steel anvils,
it is possible to observe the structural phase transition in Pb occurring at 130 kbar.
In § 4, the experimental results are discussed. Then the limitations of the
calculations carried out in § 2 are pointed out, and the possible methods for
further strengthening the anvil in an appropriate manner are indicated.
In § 5, conclusions are drawn from the experimental findings. And it is pointed
out that a general MSF calculation needs to be developed which will be valid both in
the elastic and elasto-plastic regions.

2. Theory of massive support

The anvil geometry is shown in figure I. The material properties entering the
calculations are: SA, the compressive strength of the anvil, and/~ the coetficient of
friction between the anvil and the gasket. The geometrical parameters are: 2a, the
anvil face diameter (the working diameter), Z, the depth into the tapered portion, Zb,
the depth at which the tapered portion ends, a, the taper angle, and h, the critical
thickness of the gasket. The problem is to obtain a design formula for the maximum
pressure that can be generated at the centre of the anvil face (Z = 0, r = 0), in terms
of the anvil parameters listed above. Denoting P(Z, r) as the stress across any Z
plane, the stress distribution P (0, r) on the top of the anvil face when a thick gasket
is employed is given by (Jackson and Waxman 1963; Mohammad Yousuf and
Govinda Rajan 1979),
P(O, r)---- A exp [ ~ ( a - -

r)],

(1)

GASKE~

G
Figure 1. The anvil geometry, showing the anvils and the gasket before loading.

The various geometrical parameters are defined in the sketch.
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where r is measured within any Z-plane, and A is related to the strength of the gasket.
It must be pointed out that (1) is a limiting equation and is not valid for all pressures.
For example, the stress distribution is much more complicated near the yield point.
The load to be applied to generate a given stress profile P(0, r) is given by
a

L=

2~rrdrAexp

(a--r)

=

0

where B = 2lz/h.
Assuming that across any other Z-plane, the stress is given by

(3)

P(Z, r) -----A' exp [B' (a + Z cot ~ -- r)],
the total load applied at any plane (Z, r) is given by,

a+Z cot a
L'

f

2zrr dr A' exp [B' (a + Z cot ~ -- r)],

0

= 2zrA__._j'[exp {B' (a + Z cot a)) -- B' (a + Z cot a) -- 1].
B'~

(4)

Since there is no loss in load, L = L ' ; and thus from (3) and (4) one gets by comparing:
B'=

and,

B

a
a + Z cot

(5)

A ' = A [ a + zacot a]3"

(6)

On substituting the values of A' and B' in (3), the stress distribution is given by

P ( Z , r ) = A(a + zacot a f e x p [ B a ( a +

Z c o t a - - r)/(a W Z cot a)].

Let the tapered portion end at Z = Zb (say) and the straight portion begin thereafter. The stress distribution of the form (7) averages out rapidly. That is

P (Z = Zb, r = O) = Pay (Zb).

(8)

Since after Z =Zb, there is no tapered portion, there is no contribution to the massive support factor from the straight portion. This aspect is further discussed in § 4.
From (7), Pay (Z~) is obtained to be

Pay

=

a cot
a + Z~

f

e x p (Ba),

(9)
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and the load applied to generate stress Pav (Zb) is
L = Pay (Zb)" *r" (a + Zb cot a) 2.

(10)

On comparing (2) and (10),
Pay (Zb) = 2 A exp (Ba) -- Ba -- 1
B2 ( a + Z b c o t a ) ~ '

(11)

and from (1)
P [0, r = 0] = P (0, 0) = a exp (Ba),

so that,

A = P(0, 0) exp (--Ba).

(12)

On substituting this value of A in (11), one gets
P(0, 0) = {B z

exp (Ba)
(a + Z~ cot e)2 Pav (Zb).
exp (Ba) -- Ba -- 1

(13)

It is now postulated that when Pay (Zb) approaches S A, the compressive strength of
the anvil, the anvil fails. Hence, the expression for the maximum pressure possible
to generate at the centre of the anvil before failure is given by
P(0, 0) = Pmax = ½ B~

exp (Ba)
(a + Z~ cot a) ~ S A.
exp (Ba) -- Ba -- 1

(14)

Similarly it is also postulated that as soon as Pay (Z~) --> (ay) A, the compressive
yield strength of the anvil, the anvil yields. Therefore, the maximum pressure that
can be generated at the centre of the anvil before it yields is given by replacing
Pay (Z~) in (15) by (ay)A, that is
P (0, 0)

-'=-Pmax =

½ B2

exp (Ba)
(a + Zb cot ~)z (*Y)A"
exp (Ba)'-- Ba -- 1

(15)

The massive support factor (MSF) is defined as the ratio of the maximum pressure
generated at the centre of the anvil to the compressive strength of the anvil,
S A; that is,
MSF -- Pmax_ ½ B ~
exp (Ba)
SA
exp ( B a ) - B a -

(a + Zb cot a) ~.

(16)

1

It may be noted that when B = 21~/h ~ O, that is, when the gasket amplitieation is

unity,
Be
~'t
B=0exp ( B a ) - B a -

2
~-1

a S'
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and, ha this limit,
M S F = ( a + Z o c "° t aaf

(17)

On substituting b = a + Zo cot a,
Pmax = SA b'/a2"

(18)

The MSFfor the thin gasket case thus turns out to be ba/a 2. The general expression
for maximum pressure generated at the centre of the thick gasket is therefore
P (0, 0) = s a (b/a)' ( o A),

(19)

where (G A) = ½ a s B ~ exp (Ba) [exp (Ba) -- Ba -- 1]-1, which is the interaction
term between the anvil and the gasket. This term is the well-known gasket amplification factor and approaches unity for a very thin ~gasket. Thus for a uniform
stress distribution (thin gasket case) on the top of the anvil face, maximum pressure
generated at the centre is just the product of the compressive strength of the anvil
and the ratio of the squares of the overall and working face diameters (equation 18).

3. Experimental studies
Experiments were performed with EN24 anvils and three kinds of studies, namely,
the compressive displacement test, the yield test and the electrical resistivity
measurements were made.

3.1 Compressive displacement test
Anvils fabricated out of EN24 (gsl 4340) alloy steel were used after hardening to
Re 58. In order to retain the maximum brittleness tempering was not performed.
Anvils with various b/a ratios, taper angles and untapered lengths were loaded and
the load vs. compressive displacement characteristics with thick gaskets were obtained.
The load from a 100 tonne universal testing machine was increasingly applied on the
anvil, till the automatic indicator in the press showed that either the anvil had failed
or had yielded. Some of the compression test results are reproduced in figure 2.
Here the compressive displacements are indicated and the loads at which the anvilyielding started or the anvil had a failure, are also indicated with arrows. It is noticed
that as soon as the anvil starts yielding, the compressive displacement starts deviating
from linearity, indicating that the maximum pressure generated at the centre of the
anvil may no longer be represented by (19). That is, (19) needs appropriate corrections in order to estimate the pressure in the centre of the anvil. The failure of the
anvils was observed preferentially in the Z-plane. Moreover in most of the failed
anvils, the front portion remained almost intact, while the straight rear portion always
fractured into two parts. That is, the failure always starts from the rear portion and
proceeds to the working face. These failure patterns support the proposition made in
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Figure 2. The load test in compression on anvils. The results indicate that while
the yielding load increases with decreasing taper angle, it is independent of the length
of the straight portion for a given load.

§ 2 that as soon as Pay (Zb) reaches SA in the straight portion, the anvil fails. Photographs of the failed anvils are shown in figure 3.
It is noticed from figure 2 that the yielding or the failure of the anvil is independent
of the lengthof the straight portion and that the failure load is a strong function of the
taper angle. It is seen that for very small taper angles, the MSF exhibits saturation.
These results are shown in figure 4. The comparison of the experimental values with
the calculated values indicates that the agreement is very good in almost the full
range of the taper angles except at small taper angles.
3.2 Yield test
Experiments on the anvils with and without the straight portions were performed.
It was observed that the yielding in the anvil takes place at almost the same load for
both the types of anvil, supporting the proposition that as soon as the straight portion is reached, the stress distribution averages out and this average stress propagates
in the straight portion. Several experiments were performed to study the yielding
behaviour of the alloy steel anvils. For thick gasketted anvil, the equidepression

Figure 3. Failure pattern observed in anvils. These were deliberately loaded to failure a n d the photograph clearly shows t h a t
fracture always start from the rear face and progresses towards the working face.
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Figure 4. Massive support factor obtained for different taper angles on EN-24anvils.
The solid line is obtained from (19).
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Figure 5. Yielding behaviour of steel anvils. The depression was measured by a
sensitive dial gauge. Anvil loaded with (a) a thick gasket, and (b) a thin gasket.

contours were obtained. The results are shown in figure 5a, where the depressions
at the step of 1 mm in a 12 mm working fac~ diameter anvil are shown. These depressions can be taken to represent the existing pressures at those places when the anvil
was under load. The stress distribution exhibited by the plot is exponential in nature
lending direct support to the form of the stress distribution assumed in (1). Further,
the equidepression profile can be used to obtain/~, the coefficient of friction between
the gasket and the anvil, when a thick gasket has been employed. From the data
/~ ~ 0-2 is obtained for the combination of pyrophyllite gasket and EN24 anvils.
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Experiments were also performed with very thin gaskets and the results are shown
in figure 5b. It is observed that the yielding profile is somewhat squarewell like, indicating that the stress distribution throughout the top of the anvil face is uniform;
that is, no gasket amplification (GA) takes place in such a case. This proves the
result obtained in (18), that for a very thin gasketted anvil, the maximum pressure
that can be generated is
P(O, O) = S A (b=/a~).

3.3 Electrical resistivity measurements
Four probe electrical resistivity measurements were done with heat treated (Rc 58)
alloy steel anvils, and the sample assembly and electrical lead configuration were
arranged as described elsewhere by Govinda Rajan et al (1981). Bismuth, tellurium,
thallium, tin and lead were loaded and the well-known resistance jumps in these
occurring respectively at (24, 74), 39, 40, 95 and 130 kbar were observed; The results
for Bi, Sn and Pb are shown in figures 6-8.

4. Discussion

The results on MSF vs. taper angle indicate that the agreement between the experimental results and the calculated values is very good. The saturation of MSFat small
taper angles can be explained if the present calculation is extended to the elastoplastic
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Figure 6. Electrical resistivity of bismuth at high pressure studied with alloy steel
anvils.
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Figure 8. Electrical resistivity of lead to about 140 kbar. The magnitude of the
transition is only 30~o of what was observed with tungsten carbide anvils, indicating
that beyond these pressures anvil yielding is very large.
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regime because yielding is more for small taper angles. It is noticed that the MSF VS.
taper angle characteristic is unchanged with anvils of different straight portions. Thus
it is only from practical considerations like aligning, mounting the sample assembly
etc. that one retains some straight portion in the anvil.
It is observed from the resistivity experiments that it is possible to use alloy steel
anvils, with appropriate taper angle and taper depth, to a pressure of upto 130 kbar.
However, the magnitudes of the resistivity jumps are observed to be less than those
reported in the literature (Dunn and Bundy 1978; Bundy 1968). While the earlier
workers used tungsten carbide anvils, alloy steel anvils have been used in the present
work, and it is possible to interpret the results by taking into account the yielding
of the anvil face under high stress. While (16) and (17) give an expression for the MSF
and the maximum stress that can be generated, there is a limitation, in practice, set
by the yielding of the anvil face. The yielding of the anvil is still not fully understood. However, one can borrow the results from the Hertz contact stress problem,
and estimate the magnitude of the shear stress z and the depth Zmax from the working
face at which it reaches a maximum (Ruoff 1977). The relevant expressions are:

"rmax --

where

s-

2

max
0 + 1
2a _ \ "7-----2v

(I _}_fz)u2

2 (1 +~)a/z '

(20)

, and v is the Poisson's ratio.

The yielding in the anvil can be explained in the following way. After a certain
limiting pressure has been reached, further increase in the load is not fully transferred
into increasing the sample pressure. Rather a significant part of it is absorbed by
the anvil in forming a cup or a lens. According to this approach, when ~'rnax, the
maximum shear stress reaches a certain limiting value at Z-----Zmax, the anvil portion
at this point exhibits the onset of yielding. And this portion of the anvil due to
yielding would not be able to support the anvil portion at Z ----0 (the region of highest
pressure) as rigidly as it would have before the onset of yielding. Consequently, the
portion at Z = 0 to Z = Z m a x and r~<a acquires the shape of a lens or a cup (because
of the exponential nature of the stress distribution), and further increase in the loading cotitributes more to the increase in the lens curvature than to the sample pressure.
For a thick gasket, a cup-shaped profile results, while for a very thin gasket, a
square well results. Figure 5 displays these observed behaviours. It is possible to
circumvent yielding to some extent and raise the working pressure range of the
alloy steel anvil by designing special anvils.
4.1 Anvil with a cavity filled with fluid
A successful way of avoiding the yielding is by having a cavity inside the anvil and
filling it with a liquid of high freezing pressure. Thus the maximum shear stress is
allowed to take place inside the liquid, which cannot sustain any shear stress and in
effect the region Z < Zmax has a compressive hydrostatic backup equal in magnitude to the average shear stress. The anvils so designed as shown in figure 9a
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Figure 9. Somemethods of anvil strengthening. (a) Anvil with a cavity in its underbelly which is filled with a fluid, (b) Anvil fitted with an insert of a hard metal,
(e) Anvil prestressed by shrunk-fitted cylinder. Processes(b) and (c) pose fabrication
problems.
work very well (Mohammad Yousuf and Govinda Rajan 1980) and pressures upto
140 kbar can be obtained with them. 4 • 1 ethanol : methanol liquid mixture was
used to fill the cavity. The seal between the anvil and the base plate is an O-ring or
a teflon gasket. The anvil is inverted, the fluid is filled and the base plate is lightly
pressed to accomplish the seal.
4.2 Anvil fitted with a rod of hard material
A second way to strengthen the anvil is to shrink-fit a hard metal in the anvil in the
way shown in figure 9b. In this design the anvil has a built-in compression. Thus
Pao (Zb) is correspondingly increased by the compressive stress.
4.3 Anvil fitted with a cylinder
The third possible way to strengthen the anvil will be to support the tapered portion
(Bundy 1977; Balchan and Drickamer 1961). Thus, in effect, the tapered portion
is under compression. Hence, the applied load has to circumvent this barrier before
pulling the tapered region under tension. Thus the pressure capability of the anvil is
accordingly raised. This added flank support can either be imparted during the main
loading via the tapered gaskets, or be built in by shrink-fitting a cylinder as shown
in figure 9c. This way Pay (Zb) is raised by the amount of shrinkage stress along
Z-direction.
4.4 Anvils fitted with binding rings
It is common in the literature (Christiansen et al 1961) to find binding rings fitted to
the anvils, with the analogy drawn from multilayer pressure vessel design (Faupel
1964). While the shrink-fitted binding rings in a pressure vessel increasethe pressure
retaining capacity by the built-in compressive stress due to interference fitting, the
similar kind of interference fitted binding rings in an anvil do not serve any useful
purpose (Lees 1966).
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5. Conclusion
(a) An expression for the maximum pressure possible to generate in an opposed
anvil apparatus is developed. The expression is valid in the elastic regime. Experiments with EN24 anvils have been done and it is observed that a very good agreement
between the experimental results and the calculated values of ~,tsF exists in the elastic
region.
(b) It is possible to generate a pressure as high as 130 kbar with alloy steel anvils,
(which have a nominal strength ,-~ 10 kbar) with appropriate choice of the taper
angle and taper depth for a given working face diameter.
(c) It is observed that the straight portion in the anvil does not take any part in
reducing the stress distribution. Once the straight portion (Z ~ Zb) is approached,
the stress distribution averages out, and the same average value propagates along
the Z-direction without any attenuation. Therefore, it is possible to save material by
minimizing the straight portion after the taper depth.
(d) The shape and the magnitude of the resistivity jumps indicate that they are
somewhat different from those obtained with tungsten carbide anvils, especially
at very high pressures. These can be explained by taking into account the plastic
behaviour (yielding) of the anvil.,
(e) Finally a few methods for the further strengthening of the anvils to circumvent
yielding are described.
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